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This year’s Vertikal Days returns to Donington Park 
for the second year running, following last year’s 
successful event. The venue proved popular in terms 
of location, road access, facilities and availability of 
hotels, not to mention its proximity to airports. 

vert ikal  daysc&a

Just off the M1 motorway 
and close to the M6, it is 
also alongside East Midlands 
International Airport, which 
prevents those with booms of 
more than 30 metres from fully 
extending them. While not perfect, 
most visitors last year were not 
too concerned. The impressive 
array of large hotels runs from the 
luxury to budget chain hotels and 
family owned bed and breakfasts. 
This year’s event will have more 
exhibition stands than ever before, 
all of them on the good quality 
hard standing. While the dates 
are closer to Bauma than ideal, it 
does provide the benefit of there 
being a good number of truly new 
and innovative exhibits which 
manufacturers have developed to 
meet the Bauma dates.

The number of significant new 
product launches including cranes, 
telehandlers and aerial lifts makes 
this one of the best Vertikal Days 
ever for innovation. 

There are more than 130 stands 
with exhibitors representing over 
300 manufacturers and suppliers, 
all of them dedicated to providing 
equipment and solutions for working 
safely at height or lifting heavy loads. 
While not quite as big a show as 
Bauma, it will include a good few 
exhibitors that simply could not 
afford to exhibit at Bauma or were 
unable to get space. 

While there are a number of changes 
and improvements to the show this 
year, the key principles of the event 
remain the same, with free car 
parking, free coffee, tea and snacks 
in the Marketplace Café, along with 
a free hot lunch in the Catering 
Pavilion.

Learning opportunities
As usual there will be a few short 

seminars and advice on offer - all 
free - from associations such as 
the CPA and IPAF, while the charity 
My Future My Choice will return 
with its workshops for local school 
children, organised in partnership 
with Liebherr. Sessions this year will 
be held in the Launch Pad Building 
alongside the Organisers Office, 
with the students having a guided 
tour of the show to complete their 
introduction to the industry.

More ancillary suppliers
The event continues to attract new 
exhibitors offering a wide selection 
of ancillary equipment and services, 
ranging from components, operator 
training and virtual reality simulators 
to lubricants, finance, tyres, fleet 
or site management software, 
insurance, security systems, safety 
equipment, batteries, remote 
controls, asset tracking and below 
the hook attachments. Many, but 
not, are located in the Marketplace, 
which as usual also serves as the 
Pavilion Café offering tea, coffee 
water and snacks all day, with room 
to meet up, chat or even close a 
deal.

Catering
As in previous years, the Catering 
Pavilion will be the main base for 
lunch, with last year’s caterer - 
Bobby - building on his positive 
debut. The menu will include the 
popular Vertikal free range Hog 
Roast, along with a separate 
barbecue and sandwich kiosk and a 
few new additions to the menu.

Evening  
networking event 

This year the networking event will 
once again be held on Wednesday 
evening in the Catering Pavilion, 
where Bobby will introduce a range 
of fresh dishes, while providing his 
famous chicken tikka masala, which 

Back at  
Donington 
Back at  
Donington 

Special thanks  
to our sponsors
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Access Equipment  
& Telehandlers

Holland Lift HL-220 D25

was such a big hit last year and 
lived up to his claim of being one of 
the best chicken tikkas in England.  

The musical entertainment sees 
the return of Roller Coaster, which 
has played Vertikal Days on two 
previous occasions, the last time 
being the 10th anniversary party. 
This will be their first appearance 
since we moved away from 
Haydock in 2016. Tickets are initially 
reserved for exhibitors, but there are 
almost always some exhibitors that 
do not take up their allocation, along 
with last minute returns. Email  
pp@vertikal.net to place your name 
on the waiting list. 

Lunch menu
Slow roasted outdoor reared whole 

pig with sage and onion stuffing 
and homemade apple sauce

Barbecue stall with burgers, 
sausages and vegetarian options

Crisp country salad (v)

Luxury deli-style coleslaw (v)

Rustic new potato salad (v)

Selection of fruit (v)

Chocolate brownies (v)

Freshly baked bread rolls

Show Information

Venue: Donington Park, Castle 
Donington, Derby, DE74 2RN

Follow the signs and use the 
main/paddock entrance - speed 
your entrance to the venue by 
having your badge or invitation 
ready at the main entrance. You 
can download your visitor badge 
from www.vertikaldays.net

Show times and dates: 
Wednesday 15th May   
10:00am to 17.30 and 

Thursday 16th May  
10:00am to 16.30

Coffee, tea and snacks served all 
day in the Marketplace

Lunch is served in the Catering 
Pavilion or Barbecue/Sandwich 
area between 12:30 and 14:30

How to register

•   Pre-register online and print 
out your badge OR  

•   Bring along a completed 
invitation and swap this for a 
lanyard/badge OR

•   Just turn up with a business 
card and swap it for a badge/
lanyard 

You will however benefit from 
bringing a copy of this magazine 
along with you to wave at the 
security on the entrance gate

Networking event (ticket required)

Wednesday evening 19:15 to 
23:00 in the Catering Pavilion

A-Plant: Stand 208 
See FLG Services

Access Industries: Stand 417 
See Multitel Pagliero

Access Platform Sales (APS): 
Stand 300 
APS is an authorised distributor 
for Genie, Hinowa, MEC and BoSS 
aerial lifts. On the stand you will find 
a range of Genie articulated boom 
lifts including the 45ft Z-45 and the 
60ft Z-60, as well as products from 
Wienold, Ommelift, Niftylift and 
BoSS. 

Access Sales International: 
Stand 210 
Ruthmann distributor ASI will bring 
the 75 metre T750HF mounted 
on a 32 tonne chassis, the 
highest platform to be supplied by 
Ruthmann to the UK and Ireland 
to date. Also on its stand is the 20 
metre Ecoline RS200 on a 3.5 tonne 
chassis, the 28.5 metre TU285 City 
Steiger on a 7.5 tonne chassis, and 

the 51 metre Ruthmann T510HF on 
an 18 tonne chassis.

AD Astra Equipment: Stand 210 
See Access Sales International

Aerial and Handling Services: 
Stand 109a 
This year Aerial and Handling 
Services will give a UK debut to 
the Airo A17JE boom lift. Also on 
display will be the Airo X14EN 
and X16EW scissor lifts and the 
Airo XLP5E PAV. From Easy Lift 
will be the 26 metre RA26 and 
15 metre R150 spider lifts. It also 
offers field service and repairs for 
all types of aerial lifts and material 
handlers, while designing a range of 
attachments.

AFI UpLift: Stand 310 
See AJ Access Platforms

Airo: Stand 109a 
See Aerial and Handling Services

AJ Access Platforms: Stand 310

Holland Lift’s official UK and Ireland 
distributor AJ Access Platforms will 
show a 65ft HL-220 D25 scissor 
lift, with 1,000kg platform capacity, 

vert ikal  daysc&a
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suitable for heavy duty applications, 
both indoors and outside. AJ will 
launch the 45ft Yamei 4655 scissor 
lift and show a refurbished 30ft 
Genie Z3020NRJ boom lift on the 
stand.

AL-Lift: Stand 308

See CLM/Maber

Aldercote: Stand 300

See APS

Alfa Access Services: Stand 
110/414/MP21

Alfa Access Services specialises 
in the service, repair, training and 
sales of powered access and lifting 
equipment. The company is now the 

of 230kg, while seven metres is 
possible with 80kg. Also check out 
the range of Almac tracked scissor 
lifts.

ATN: Stand 202

French manufacturer ATN - now 
owned by Fassi - will show its new 
12.65 metre Piaf 13RE mast boom 
with just over six metres of outreach 
and 200kg platform capacity. It will 
be joined by the updated 23 metre 
Mygale 23 spider lift, the Piaf 10RE 
mast boom and the Zebra 16 STAB 
articulated boom lift.

the Hek MC 450 mastclimber work 
platform and Hek TPL 1000 lift, while 
demonstrating the lifting of a spider 
crane.

Allied Access: Stand 307

See SAEClimber UK

Almac: Stand 408

Almac will show the new 33ft Jibbi 
1250 Evo telescopic tracked boom 
lift, with three section telescopic 
boom and articulated jib. The Jibbi 
1250 can level on slopes of up to 
22 degrees, offers a 12.2 metre 
working height and 5.5 metres of 
outreach with its maximum capacity 

Alimak’s  
Scando 650 Almac Jibbi 1250 Evo

ATN Piaf 13RE

Avant Tecno: Stand 311

See Central Platform Services

Bizzocchi: Stand 108

See CTE UK

vert ikal  daysc&a

UK distributor of BG Lift/Brenerro 
Gru mini cranes, and will show 
the lightweight 580kg capacity 
M060, 2.5 tonne M250 spider crane 
and 14.5 tonne CWE 525 tracked 
articulating crane. Also on the 
stand is the new 10 metre Helix 
1004XL mast boom, alongside the 
12 metre 1205 and 15 metre 1508 
models, together with Teupen spider 
lifts, Cela truck mounts and Gantic 
battery chargers.

See Teupen

Alimak: Stand 421

Alimak will show the Scando 650 XL 
and Scando 650 hoists, alongside 
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Bluelift: Stand 112/13

See Snorkel UK

Böcker UK: Stand 125

After launching its UK operations at 
Vertikal Days last year, Böcker UK 
will bring the Agilo HL34 hoist and 
the tracked HL24 hoist alongside its 
growing range of aluminium boomed 
truck, tracked and trailer cranes.

BoSS: Stand 300

See APS

Bravi: Stand 201

Italian aerial lift manufacturer Bravi 
will show the Leonardo HD self 
propelled lift. Weighing 510kg, 
the Leonardo HD has a maximum 
working height of 4.9 metres with a 
180kg platform capacity. Features 
include 87mm ground clearance and 
40 percent gradeability.

metres and 700kg platform capacity 
and a third, possibly larger model.

Cela: Stand 110

See Alfa Access Services

Central Platform Services: 
Stand 311

Central Platform Services will show 
the 19 metre Leguan L190 spider lift 
with a tracked chassis, and the five 
metre Leguan 50 aerial lift attached 
to an Avant loader. It will also show 
a range of Smartlift glazing robots, 
including the SL608 HL RT. 

CLM/Maber: Stand 308

CLM and Maber hoists and 
mastclimbers will show the new 
8,000kg AL-DYNAMIC 8000 and 
1,000kg ALTYPHOON 1000 vacuum 
lifts from AL-Lift, along with the 
500kg MB 500 and 2,000kg MBC 
2000 hoists.

Comet UK: Stand 100

Comet UK will show the Solar big 
deck truck mounted platform with 
11 metres of outreach and 400kg 
platform capacity, alongside the 
Eurosky range of truck mounted 
platforms with up to 20 metres 
working height and 10 metres of 

Bronto Skylift: Stand 418

Bronto Skylift will show the 35 
metre S35EM, nicknamed the Baby 
Bronto. It is mounted on a compact 
two axle 18 tonne chassis, offers 29 
metres of outreach and up to 500kg 
platform capacity. The company 
will also show the 47 metre S47XR, 
which provides an outreach of 28 

outreach.

CPL: Stand 411/12

Vehicle mounted lift specialist CPL, 
now owned by Klubb, will show a 
range of Klubb van and 3.5 tonne 
truck mounted lifts ranging from 
10 to 25 metres, alongside pick up 
mounted platforms and spider lifts 

Bravi 
Leonardo HD

Bronto Skylift S35EM

Central Platform 
Services will 
show Smartlift 
glazing robots

CPL will show a range of zero 
emission platforms from parent 

company Klubb

from Palfinger Platforms Italia. The 
focus will be on its growing range of 
zero emission platforms and include 
three new products.

CTE UK: Stand 108

CTE UK is keeping its plans close to 
its chest, but expect to see the new 
20 metre Traccess spider lift, and 



Lifting and Powered Access Specialists
stand 414
track-mounted  
access platform

stand 110
truck-mounted  
access platform

stand 110
Mini cranes

stand 110
Boom lifts

stand MP21
Independent  

service provider

CoMe see us at

Alfa Access is one of the uK’s  
fastest growing lifting equipment  
and powered access specialists. 

With a solid reputation for  
supporting major brands we have 
now established ourselves as  
an independent sales company  
for major manufacturers  
including teupen, Cela, Hematec  
and BG Lift.

all our brands are fully  
supported, nationwide, through  
Alfa Access Services.

For information contact the  
alfa access team on 0800 193 0045 
or email info@alfa-access-services.com www.alfa-access-services.comwww.alfa-access-services.com
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GS-1330m electric micro scissor 
lift, alongside its latest generation 
of ‘green’ aerial work platforms, 
including the new 45ft Z45 FE hybrid 
boom lift and 46ft GS-4655 slab 
electric scissor lift, as well as its 
latest Xtra Capacity (XC) telescopic 
boom lift range. It will also 
demonstrate its new Lift Connect 
Telematics solutions and show its 
new lithium ion battery pack on the 
19ft GS-1932 scissor lift.

GMG: Stand 213

GMG will have its 10 metre VM26-J 

ELS Lift: Stand 407a

See Euro Mechanical Handling

Euro Mechanical Handling: 
Stand 407a

Forklift specialist Euro Mechanical 
Handling was appointed to handle 
ELS booms, scissor lifts and 
telehandlers in January and will 
show the manufacturer’s new mast 
boom, mast type lift, scissors and 
possibly the new telehandler built 
for ELS by MST.

Faraone: Stand 100

See Comet UK

Faresin: Stand 112/13

See Snorkel UK

Fontexx: Stand TS6

Dutch sales and rental company - 
and first time exhibitor - Fontexx 
was appointed as the European 
master dealer for Eastman all 
electric - no hydraulics - slab 
electric scissor and mast type lifts. 
The company also services and 
repairs tower cranes.

Fraco: Stand MP27a

See TurboIber (UK)

GB Access: Stand 208

See FLG Services

Geda: Stand 413

See Mace Industries

Gehl: Stand 214

See Manitou UK

Genie UK: Stand 203/303

Genie will show its new 13ft  

mast boom alongside its Rough 
Terrain scissor lifts, the 26ft 2669-
RT, 33ft 3369-RT and 3394-RT-T, 
40ft 4069-RT and 60ft 6094-RT-T. 
These will be joined by its slab 
electric scissor lift range, and the 
company says it will have a surprise 
launch in store as well, while 
demonstrating its Overhead Warning 
System and updated control system.

GSR Aerial Platforms UK:  
Stand 405/6

The GSR truck and van mounted 
range designed for self-drive rental, 
includes both telescopic and 

Dingli JCPT2223RTA

Genie  
GS-1330m

GSR 180T

some new truck mounted models. 
This is also an opportunity to meet 
the new sales and management 
team.

Denka: Stand MP21

See Alfa Access Services

Dingli: Stand 407b

Chinese aerial lift manufacturer 
Dingli will launch the new 65ft 
JCPT2223RTA Rough Terrain diesel 
scissor lift with 750kg platform 
capacity and dual decks, alongside 
slab electric scissors ranging 
from the 12ft JCPT0607DCS 
to the recently upgraded 45ft 
JCPT1612DCB.

Dinolift: Stand 311

See Central Platform Services

Dutch Crane Factory:  
Stand TS7/8

See Pfeifer Machinery

Eastman Heavy Machinery: 
Stand TS6

See Fontexx

vertikal days c&a
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articulated models with many models 
now offering 300kg unrestricted 
platform capacity and simple 
outrigger setup. Look out for the new 
22 metre B220PXE articulated model 

GT Lifting: Stand 313

GT Lifting will show its heavy 
duty and 360 degree telehandlers 
from both Magni and Merlo. The 

with end mounted basket, 10.2 metres 
outreach with 120kg and 250kg 
maximum capacity with unrestricted 
slew over the cab and the hybrid 
powered 18 metre 180T telescopic.

company also offers contract lift 
services, CPCS (Construction Plant 
Competence Scheme) training, 
specialist attachments and 
assistance with lift plans.

Telehandlers from GT Lifting

vertikal days c&a
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Helix: Stand 110

See Alfa Access Services

Hematec: Stand 110

See Alfa Access Services

Hinowa: Stand 301

Hinowa will show the 32.5 metre 
33.17 Lightlift spider lift, which 
provides an outreach of 16.5 metres 
at an up & over height of 17 metres, 
with an unrestricted platform 
capacity of 230kg. Alongside will 
be the 26 metre 26.14 and 20 metre 

20.10 Lightlift spider lifts featuring 
lithium ion battery pack.

Hitec Lift Trucks: Stand 207

Hitec Lift Trucks offers a range 
of new and pre-owned material 
handling equipment for both sale 
and rental. The company has been 
the dealer for the Cesab range of 
industrial forklift trucks for 25 years, 
as well as Hyster forklifts, and is 
part of Toyota Materials Handling 
Europe.

Hinowa Lightlift 33.17
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Holland Lift: Stand 310

See AJ Access Platforms

Imer: Stand 312b

Imer will show models from its 
growing line of scissor lifts, including 
the IM 180 series of compact Rough 
Terrains with working heights to 
14.8 metres, and three electric 
scissor lifts up to 15.9 metres 
working height. You will also see its 
19 metre IM R 19 from its spider lift 
range.

Instant UpRight: Stand TS3/4

Aluminium scaffold tower 
manufacturer Instant UpRight 
will show its Snappy range of 
lightweight low level platforms, 
including the Snappy 300, Snappy 
400 and the new Snappy Ladder. 
These will be joined by the Span 500 
tower, Instant Stairway tower and 
Instant Spandeck walkways.

Isoli: Stand 419/20

See Skyking 

JCB: Stand 209/309

JCB will show a selection of electric 
scissor lifts, including the 19ft 
S1930E with lithium battery, 26ft 

LGMG will show its 46ft A14J 
articulated boom lift, as well as its 
slab electric scissor lifts including 
the 12ft SS0407E and the 15ft 
SS0507E. The company is making 
significant progress in Europe and 
will be talking about its plans for the 
UK and Ireland. 

Maber: Stand 308

See CLM/Maber

Mace Industries: Stand 413

Mace will focus on the Geda range 
of hoist and mastclimbers, but also 
ask about Geda’s latest range of 
tower crane operator’s hoists.

S2632E and S2646E, and 
40ft S4046E. Representing 
its telehandler range will be 
the four tonne/17.5 metre 
540-180 with platform 
attachment.

JLG: Stand 409/10

JLG has a wide range of 
new products to talk about, 
from the new lithium battery 
powered Rough Terrain 
articulated boom lifts, to its 
latest Power Towers models 
in the new livery, including 
the Power Tower Duo. The 
company is also celebrating 
its 50th anniversary and will 
be sure to have something 
special planned.

Klubb: Stand 411/12

See CPL

Laing Access: Stand 311

See Central Platform Services

Leguan: Stand 311

See Central Platform Services

LGMG - Lingong:  
Stand 111

Chinese aerial lift manufacturer 

Magni UK: Stand 404a

Magni will show its new higher 
capacity eight tonne RTH 8.25 SH 
360 degree telehandler, which can 
handle 5.3 tonnes at its maximum 
forward reach of 25 metres. This is 
the first time it has been shown in 
the UK. 

Manitou UK: Stand 214

Manitou will show the prototype 
of its all new 60ft electric powered 
boom lift, the 200E-TJ, with 
innovative drive train. It will also 
show the nine metre 90 V’Air mast 
boom, designed specifically for 
two operators carrying out aircraft 

JCB’s 540-180 
telehandler 

with platform 
attachment

LGMG A14J

Magni RTH 8.25 SH

vertikal days c&a
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maintenance, and the 52ft 180 ATJ 
articulated boom lift.

Mantall: Stand TS9

The Chinese manufacturer Mantall 
will show a number of its slab 
electric scissor lifts, Rough Terrain 
scissors, and its 10 metre IMP100J 
mast boom.

Multitel Pagliero: Stand 417

Multitel Pagliero will be launching its 
new UK direct sales distribution and 
will show its new 25 metre MZ 250 
truck mounted platform mounted 
on a 3.5 tonne Iveco Daily chassis, 
which provides a below ground 
reach of 2.5 metres. It will be joined 
by the new 27 metre MTE 270, with 
16 metres of outreach and 250kg 
platform capacity. Also check the 
20.4 metre MT 204 Hybrid, which 
has 10.9 metres of outreach and 
300kg platform capacity and finally 
the 20 metre HX 200 EX and the 
20 metre MJ 201 truck mounted 
platforms.

Nagano: Stand TS7/8

See Pfeifer Machinery

Niftylift: Stand 314

Niftylift will bring its 33ft HR12L 

Pagliero: Stand 417

See Multitel Pagliero

Palfinger Platforms: Stand 
411/12/19/20

Palfinger Platforms Italia - See CPL

Palfinger Platforms above 3.5 tonnes 
- See Skyking

Pfeifer Machinery: Stand TS7/8

Pfeifer is one of Europe’s leading 
distributors of used cranes and 
platforms, as well as being a 
distributor for Nagano tracked boom 
lifts. It will show the 15 metre 
S15Auj and 20 metre 20ATuj models. 
THe company also hopes to have 
new compact aerial lifts from Dutch 
Crane Factory on its stand. 
Platform Basket: Stand 204

See Promax Access

electric boom lift, available with 
lithium or AGM maintenance free 
battery options, alongside the third 
generation hybrid 61ft HR21 and 85ft 
HR28 boom lifts. The line up will be 
rounded off with a 49ft HR17N boom 
lift and 12.2 metre 120T trailer lift.

Ommelift: Stand 300

See APS

See the UK 
launch of Multitel 
Pagliero’s MZ 250

Manitou 90 V’Air

 Platform 
Basket 43T 

spider lift

Pop-Up: Stand 112/13

See Snorkel UK

Power Towers: Stand 409/10

See JLG

Promax Access: Stand 204

Platform Basket’s UK distributor will 
show the new 20 metre spider lift, 
alongside two hybrid spider lifts, the 
18 metre Spider 18.90 Pro, which 
offers 9.2 metres of outreach, and 
the 13 metre Spider 13.80, providing 
7.8 metres of outreach. Take a look 
at the new 43 metre 43T telescopic, 
and the company’s latest lithium 
battery technology and onboard 
diagnostics.

Ruthmann:  
Stand 210

See Access Sales International

vertikal days c&a
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Ruthmann-Bluelift: Stand 112/13

See Snorkel UK

SAEClimber UK: Stand 307

First time exhibitor SAEClimber 
UK manufactures mastclimbers, 
passenger hoists and material 
hoists, as well as special access 
equipment.

Sky Aces: Stand 419/20

See Skyking

Skyjack: Stand 106

Skyjack will show the all new 53ft 
SJ9253RT Rough Terrain diesel 
scissor lift, one of a four model 
range with platform heights from 
33ft to 63ft and platform capacities 
up to 1,245kg. It will also show 
its completely revamped 40ft slab 
electric scissor lift, the SJ4740 
alongside its other booms, scissor 
lifts and mast booms. It will 
also demonstrate a host of new 
technology and telematics.

Skyking: Stand 419/20

Skyking will show the new hybrid 
37 metre Palfinger P370KSE truck 
mounted platform, as well as the 
P370KS mounted to a 4x4 chassis, 
alongside Palfinger’s 22 metre 
P220BK and 30 metre P300KS.

Snorkel UK: Stand 112/13

to check out its stand for a range 
of other lifting products, including a 
lifting cage and lifting beams.

Terex Utilities: Stand 411/12

See CPL

Teupen: Stand 414

Teupen’s UK and Ireland distributor 
Alfa Access Services will show the 
new 35 metre Leo35T plus spider lift 
for the first time in the UK. Also ask 
about the upcoming launch of the 
new Leo34GT.

Torgar: Stand MP27a

See TurboIber (UK)

Toucan: Stand 409/10

See JLG

TurboIber (UK): Stand MP27a

TurboIber (UK) is the distributor for 
Torgar and Fraco mastclimbers and 
hoists, which it will show at Vertikal 
Days. The company also provides 
and delivers bespoke special works 
projects for industries including 

Snorkel UK will show the 27ft 
Snorkel S2755RT compact Rough 
Terrain scissor lift with 300kg 
platform capacity and fully equipped 
overall weight of 2,750kg. The 
company’s new 40ft telescopic 
boom will also be on show and 
possibly the new lithium ion battery 
electric Speed Level, ultra-low 
S3019 scissor lift prototype and new 
31 metre Bluelift SA31 spider lift 
with 17.3 metres of outreach.

Socage: Stand 302

Italian aerial lift manufacturer 
Socage will show the 20.5 metre 
21DJ and 20 metre 20D truck 
mounted platforms on 3.5 tonne 
chassis, alongside the new 14 metre 
A314E pick up mounted platform.

Spandeck: Stand TS3/4

See Instant UpRight

Speedy Services: Stand 107

The rental sponsor for Vertikal Days, 
Speedy will show a number of aerial 
work platforms from Genie and 
Skyjack, following the acquisitions 
of UK rental companies Lifterz, Prolift 
and Platform Sales and Hire. Be sure 

Skyjack SJ6832

Snorkel SL26E  
Speed Level

mining, petrochemical, demolition 
and construction.

Versalift UK: Stand 211/12

Versalift will launch its new 16.7 
metre VTM170-F at the show, on an 
Iveco Daily70C chassis, designed for 
maintaining highway lighting. Also 
look for the company’s all new VTL 
range of van mounted platforms, and 
the 13.3 metre LAT135-H pick up 
mounted platform on an Isuzu D-Max 
chassis, with over 500kg of spare 
payload.

Wienold Lift: Stand 300

See APS

Xtreme: Stand 112/13

See Snorkel UK

Yamei: Stand 310

See AJ Access Platforms

Youngman: Stand 300

See APS

Zheijang Dingli: Stand 407b

See Dingli

Versalift VTM170-F

vertikal days c&a
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Features of the M21-4Wds Crane:

• Hydraulic outriggers

• 4-wheel steering and 4-wheel drive

• Can be moved quickly and easily 

•  Well suited to modern off-site construction 
methods / keep up with the rapid 
construction system  

•  Complete standalone capability - runs off 
own super-silent generator

Ladybird Cranes -  
newly appointed Montarent dealer for UK

the M21-4Wds has revolutionised the use of static 
self-erecting tower cranes by mounting a Potain  
Ma-21 tower crane on a mobile chassis to give the user 
unrivalled manoeuvrability around the building site.

See the innovative  
M21-4WDS mobile  
self-erecting crane at S t a n d   TS11

T: +31(0)251 218188  

E: info@montarent.nl

www.montarent.nl
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The AMCS DCS 60 anti-collision system

Artic Crane: Stand 120

See City Lifting

BG Lift: Stand 110

See Alfa Access Services

Böcker UK: Stand 125

Böcker UK will show the 12 tonne 
AK52 mounted on a three axle 26 
tonne truck with rear axle steering, 
four section main boom plus three 
section luffing jib for a 52 metre tip 
height with the option of 55 metres. 
This will be joined by the six tonne 
AK46-6000 aluminium truck crane.

City Lifting: Stand 120

City Lifting has not said what it will 
show. The Comansa dealer for the 
UK will have plenty to talk about in 
terms of new models, and is likely 
to show its latest Artic articulated 
luffing tower crane.

Comansa: Stand 120

See City Lifting

Cormidi: Stand 104/5

See GGR 

Crowland Cranes: Stand MP24

Crowland Cranes will highlight its 
wide array of crane related products 
and services, including its new 
wireless windspeed system, its 
Power-Pad HD range of steel crane 
mats, Power-Pad crane stowage 
systems and the Rim Wizard heavy 
duty wheel removal tool. It will also 
have a 40 tonne Grove RT540E-2 
Rough Terrain crane on the 
Manitowoc stand.

lifting machinery.

Grove: Stand 114/15/16

See Manitowoc Cranes UK

Hematec: Stand 110

See Alfa Access Services

Hird: Stand 102

Hird is the Valla pick & carry crane 
and Winlet glass handling equipment 
distributor for the UK and will show 

Demag: Stand 129/30

See Terex Cranes

Falcon Tower Crane Services: 
Stand MP8

See Falcon Training Services

Ferrari: Stand 404

See Shawtrack Services

FLG Services: Stand 208

FLG Services offers a wide range of 
lifting and safety equipment for sale 
and rental, and will show its latest 
new product - the Eichinger safe 
lifting pallet cage - along with the 
HoistCam crane camera, 400 tonne 
Modulift spreader beams, harnesses, 
lanyards, chains, slings and more.

Foster Cranes: Stand 101

Hoeflon’s UK distributor Foster 
Cranes will show the two tonne C4, 
three tonne C6 and four tonne C10 
tracked spider cranes. There will 
also be information available on the 
brand new eight tonne C30 shown 
at Bauma.

Galizia: Stand 104/5

See GGR

GGR: Stand 104/5

GGR, the Unic spider crane 
distributor will have a wide range 
of innovative lifting equipment on 
show, including several Unic spider 
cranes, including the new ‘Cube 
Crane’ with twin telescopic booms. 
It will also demonstrate its vacuum 
lifters for glass panels, compact pick 
& carry cranes and restricted access 

the latest remote controlled Valla 
cranes along with a range of glass 
handling equipment, including 
the latest robots from Winlet and 
Glaslift. 

Hitachi-Sumitomo: Stand 119

See NRC Plant

Hoeflon: Stand 101

See Foster Cranes

Cranes & Lifting  
Equipment

Crowland Cranes’ 
windspeed system

Eichinger’s lifting cage will be on the FLG Services stand

 Hoeflon C4

vertikal days c&a
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Jaso: Stand MP8

See Falcon Training Services

Jekko: Stand 103

See JT Crane Services

JMG Cranes: Stand 403

JMG has a number of new 
pedestrian pick & carry cranes to 
launch, as well as some new larger 
models with telescopic chassis.

Jost: Stand 402

See London Tower Cranes 

JT Crane Services: Stand 103

Jekko’s UK dealer JT Crane Services 
will launch the nine tonne C90 
tracked carrier along the lithium 
powered SPX532 spider crane. Also 
on the stand will be the 2.4 tonne 
SPX424, 7.5 tonne SPX1275 and the 
six tonne SPK60 telescopic crawler 
crane.

Kato: Stand 205/6/305/6

See Rivertek 

Klaas: Stand 415/16

See Kranlyft UK

Kobelco Cranes: Stand 127

Kobelco will show the new 150 
tonne G-2 series CKE1350 lattice 
crawler crane with its cleaner, more 
fuel efficient power units and a host 
of other new technology.  

Kranlyft UK: Stand 415/16

Kranlyft will show several Maeda 
cranes, including the updated 2.82 
tonne MC285C-3 spider crane, 
with a host of new features and 
detachable electric motor, along 
with its latest CC985 mini crawler 
crane. The company is also the UK 
distributor for Klaas aluminium truck 

new 100 tonne LTR 1100 telescopic 
crawler crane with a Stage V diesel. 
Also on display will be the eight 
tonne MK140 mobile self erecting 
tower crane and a number of All 
Terrain cranes, including the 100 
tonne LTM 1100-5.2, 90 tonne LTM 
1090-4.2, 60 tonne LTM 
1060-3.1 and 40 tonne 
LTM 1040-2.1.

Link-Belt: Stand 119

See NRC Plant

London Tower Cranes:  
Stand 402

One of the UK’s largest tower crane 
suppliers, London Tower Cranes runs 
a fleet of over 200 cranes up to 600 
metre/tonnes from manufacturers 
including Jost and Saez. On its 
stand the company will have a Saez 
tower crane cab section with a slew 
ring, a hock block with a Blokcam 

installed with a screen to show 
live footage, and a truck unit.

and trailer cranes and will show 
a truck mounted model with six 
tonnes capacity and a maximum 
hook height of 49.9 metres. Also is a 
Glassworker GW-625 glass vacuum 
lifter with a 625kg capacity and a 
maximum lift height of 3.1 metres 
will also be on display.

Liebherr: Stand 422/23/24/25/26

Liebherr will show the new eight 
axle 650/700 tonne LTM 1650-8.1 
following its worldwide premiere at 
Bauma, alongside the first 230 tonne 
LTM 1230-5.1 in the UK and the 

Maeda’s updated 
MC285C-3 will be on 
Kranlyft UK’s stand.

Liebherr LTM 1650-8.1

Link Belt TCC-1200

Jekko SPX532

Maeda: Stand 415/16

See Kranlyft UK

Mammoet UK: Stand MP19

Mammoet will be highlighting 
its wide range of heavy lift, lift 
management, rigging and heavy 
transport services. 

Manitowoc Cranes UK:  
Stand 114/15/16

Manitowoc UK will show the new 
Potain MRH125 tower crane, one 
of two hydraulic luffing jib models. 
The crane has a maximum 
capacity of eight tonnes and can 
handle two tonnes at a 50 metre 
radius. Two Grove Rough Terrain 
cranes will also be shown - the 
45 tonne RT550E and 40 tonne 
RT540E-2.

vertikal days c&a
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NRC Plant: Stand 119

NRC will show the 80 tonne Hitachi 
Sumitomo HSC SCX800A-3 lattice 
crawler crane, as well as the new 
110 tonne TCC-1200 telescopic 
crawler crane from Link-Belt.

Potain: Stand 114/15/16/17

See Manitowoc Cranes UK/Skyline 
Arcomet

Reedyk: Stand 204

See Promax Access

Rivertek: Stand 205/6/305/6

Rivertek, the European distributor 
for Kato cranes, will launch the new 

Montarent: Stand TS11

Netherlands based mobile tower 
crane manufacturer Montarent will 
bring the Montalift M21 4-WDS 
self propelled, self erecting tower 
crane which features a Potain tower 
crane superstructure mounted on 
a compact all wheel drive chassis. 
The 21 metre/tonne crane has a 
26 metre jib with a lifting height 
from 18.7 metres to 25.9 metres. 
Maximum capacity is 1,800kg. 
Trailer and crawler versions are also 
available.

Kato CR-250R-V

Montalift M21 4-WDSvertikal days c&a
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Arcomet A50 Eco

Spierings  
SK487-AT3 City Boy

25 tonne CR-250R-V city type All 
Terrain crane, which will be shown 
alongside other city crane models 
including the 20 tonne CR-200Rf. 

Saez: Stand 402

See London Tower Cranes

Skyline Arcomet: Stand 117

First time exhibitor Skyline Arcomet 
will show the Arcomet A50 Eco self 
erecting tower crane with 50 metre 
jib, hook heights up to 36 metres 
and a maximum capacity of 8,000kg. 
It will also highlight a number of 
new Terex tower cranes and the 
first model of the Potain MRH range 
of hydraulic luffing jib crane to be 
delivered to the UK. These will 

be joined by the latest wireless 
anemometers from Scarlet Tech. The 
company also hopes to demonstrate 
the new LoRa super long range 
wireless anemometers and show 
its latest hybrid power solutions, 
alongside a tower crane simulator 
from MPS.

Smartlift: Stand 311

See Central Platform Services

Spierings: Stand 126

Spierings will show the first 
production version of its three axle 
SK487-AT3 City Boy hybrid mobile 
self erecting tower crane which can 
handle its maximum lift capacity of 

Continued Page 68

T: 01536 721010  
E: sales@versalift .co.uk 

www.versalift.co.uk 

chassis 
Mounted

insulated 
Models

van  
Mounted

truck/bespoke  
platforMs

track  
Mounted

pick-up 
Mounted

•  The largest vehicle-mounted 
platform provider

•  Over 7000 vehicle-mounted 
platforms in the UK  
and Ireland

•  National network of  
Versalift trained engineers  
providing 24/7 support 

•  Over £1M of OEM  
parts in stock and  
ready for next day  
dispatch

Shaping the future  
of van -mounted  
platforms

years
stand nuMber  
2 1 1 - 2 1 2

see  us  at
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A-Plant  Stand 208
Access Industries  Stand 417
Access Platform Sales (APS)  Stand 300
Access Sales International  Stand 210
AD Astra Equipment  Stand 210
Aerial and Handling Services  Stand 109a
AFI UpLift  Stand 310
Ainscough Training Services  Stand MP40
Airo  Stand 109a
AJ Access Platforms  Stand 310
Aldercote  Stand 300
Alfa Access Services  Stand 110/414/MP21
Alimak  Stand 421
Allied Access  Stand 307
AL-Lift  Stand 308
Almac  Stand 408
AMCS Technologies  Stand MP6/7
AmerParts  Stand LP7
Aresta  Stand LP6
Artic Crane  Stand 120
ATN  Stand 202
Avalia  Stand MP13
Avant Tecno  Stand 311
BG Lift  Stand 110
BigChange  Stand MP28
Bizzocchi  Stand 108
Bluelift  Stand 112/13
Böcker UK  Stand 125
BoSS  Stand 300
Bravi  Stand 201
Bronto Skylift  Stand 418
Capja  Stand MP36a
Carl Stahl Evita  Stand MP15
Cela  Stand 110
Central Platform Services  Stand 311
Certags  Stand MP25
City Lifting  Stand 120
CLM/Maber  Stand 308
Close Brothers Asset Finance  Stand LP5
Cobo 3B6 Stand 102
Comansa  Stand 120
Comet UK  Stand 100
Construction Plant Finance  Stand TS12
Cormidi  Stand 104/5
CPA  Stand 128
CPL  Stand 411/12
Crane Trader  Stand MP38
Cranes & Access  Stand MP26a
Cranes Today  Stand MP26a
Cranesafe  Stand MP31
Crowland Cranes  Stand MP24
Crown Batteries  Stand MP22
CTE UK  Stand 108
Demag  Stand 129/30
Denka  Stand MP21
Dingli  Stand 407b
Dinolift  Stand 311
Durham Lifting  Stand MP41

Dynaset  Stand MP1
Eastman Heavy Machinery Stand TS6
Eichinger  Stand 208
ELS Lift  Stand 407a
Euro Mechanical Handling  Stand 407a
Falcon Tower Crane Services  Stand MP8
Falcon Training Services  Stand MP8
Faresin  Stand 112/13
Ferrari Stand 404
Ferrari International  Stand TS5
FLG Services  Stand 208
Fontexx  Stand TS6
Foster Cranes  Stand 101
Fraco Stand MP27a
Galizia  Stand 104/5
Gallagher  Stand MP35a
Gantic Battery Chargers  Stand MP21
Gapo  Stand MP8
GB Access  Stand 208
Geda  Stand 413
Gehl  Stand 214
Genie UK  Stand 203/303
GGR  Stand 104/5
Glasboy  Stand 104/5
GMG  Stand 213
Gorbel  Stand MP15
Grove Stand 114/15/16
GSR Aerial Platforms UK  Stand 405/6
GT Lifting  Stand 313
Helix  Stand 110
Hematec  Stand 110
Hinowa  Stand 301
Hird  Stand 102
Hitachi-Sumitomo  Stand 119
Hitec Lift Trucks  Stand 207
Hoeflon  Stand 101
Holland Lift  Stand 310
Identipro  Stand MP39
Ifor Williams  Stand TS2
Imer  Stand 312b
Industrial Training Int. UK  Stand MP34a
inspHire  Stand MP23
Instant UpRight  Stand TS3/4
Interpump Hydraulics  Stand MP4
Intron Plus  Stand MP37
IPAF  Stand 404b
IPS  Stand 200
IronPlanet  Stand MP30
Isoli  Stand 419/20
Jaso  Stand MP8
JCB  Stand 209/309
Jekko  Stand 103
JLG  Stand 409/10
JMG Cranes  Stand 403
Jost Stand 402
JT Crane Services  Stand 103
Kässbohrer  Stand 404
Kato  Stand 205/6/305/6

King Trailers  Stand 419/20
Klaas  Stand 415/16
Klubb  Stand 411/12
Kobelco Cranes  Stand 127
Kran & Bühne  Stand MP26a
Kranlyft UK Stand 415/16
Laing Access  Stand 311
Latch & Batchelor  Stand MP36
Leguan  Stand 311
LGMG - Lingong  Stand 111
Liebherr  Stand 422/23/24/25/26
Liebherr Training  Stand 422/23/24/25/26
Lifting Gear UK  Stand MP34
Link-Belt  Stand 119
Load Monitoring Systems  Stand MP29
London Tower Cranes Stand 402
Maber  Stand 308
Mace Industries  Stand 413
Maeda  Stand 415/16
Magnetek  Stand MP27
Magni UK  Stand 404a
Mammoet UK  Stand MP19
Manitou UK  Stand 214
Manitowoc Cranes UK Stand 114/15/16
Mantall  Stand TS9
MCS Rental Software  Stand MP32
Mentor Training Solutions  Stand MP26
Miller Weblift  Stand MP11
Modulift  Stand MP3
Montarent  Stand TS11
Multitel Pagliero  Stand 417 
My Future My Choice  Launch Pad Building
Myerscough College  Stand MP5
Nagano  Stand TS7/8
Niftylift  Stand 314
Nolim  Stand TS1
NRC Plant  Stand 119
Ommelift  Stand 300
Orlaco  Stand MP31
OTR Wheel Engineering  Stand MP10
Outriggerpads  Stand TS15
Pagliero  Stand 417
Palfinger Platforms  Stand 411/12/19/20
Paragon Bank  Stand 312a
PCM Transport and Handling Eqp. Stand TS5
Pfeifer Machinery  Stand TS7/8
Platform Basket  Stand 204
Platinum International  Stand MP17
Point of Rental Software  Stand MP9
Pop-Up  Stand 112/13
Potain  Stand 114/15/16/17
Power Towers  Stand 409/10
Promax Access  Stand 204
PSR  Stand 203/303
Rayco Wylie Systems  Stand TS17
Reedyk  Stand 204
RidgeGear  Stand MP11
RIM Wizard  Stand MP24
Rima UK  Stand MP12
Ritchie Bros  Stand MP30

Rivertek  Stand 205/6/305/6
Rolls Battery UK  Stand MP37a
RUD  Stand MP15
Ruthmann  Stand 210
Ruthmann-Bluelift  Stand 112/13
SAEClimber UK  Stand 307
Saez Stand 402
SafetyLiftinGear  Stand TS16
Scarlet Tech Stand 117
Serious Labs  Stand 404b
Shawtrack Services  Stand 404
Shield Batteries  Stand MP22
Sky Aces  Stand 419/20
Skyjack  Stand 106
Skyking  Stand 419/20
Skyline Arcomet  Stand 117
Smartlift  Stand 311
SMIE  Stand MP31
Snorkel UK  Stand 112/13
Socage  Stand 302
Spandeck  Stand TS3/4
Speedy Services  Stand 107
Spierings  Stand 126
Sterling GP  Stand 401
Straightpoint  Stand MP2
Sunward  Stand 104/5
Syrinx  Stand MP9
Tackle Store  Stand TS16
Tecnomagnete  Stand MP15
Teletrac Navman  Stand MP33
Tensology  Stand MP37
Terex Cranes  Stand 129/30
Terex Utilities  Stand 411/12
Teupen  Stand 414
Thermoil  Stand 200
Top Service  Stand MP14
Torgar Stand MP27a
Toucan  Stand 409/10
Tower Cranes UK  Stand 122
Towergate Insurance  Stand MP18
Tracked Carriers  Stand 415/16
Trackunit UK  Stand MP35
Tractel  Stand MP15
Trojan Batteries Stand MP17
TurboIber (UK) Stand MP27a
TVH  Stand 304
TVH Academy  Stand MP20
Unic  Stand 104/5
Unitex UK  Stand MP11
Universal Crane Mats  Stand TS10
Valla  Stand 102
Verope  Stand MP36
Versalift UK  Stand 211/12
Vertikal Press  Stand MP26a
Wienold  Stand 300
Wienold Lift  Stand 300
Winlet  Stand 102
Xenith Heights  Stand LP6
Xtreme  Stand 112/13
Yamei  Stand 310
Youngman  Stand 300
Zheijang Dingli  Stand 407b

E x h i b i t o r  a n d  b r a n d  l i s t i n g

Wednesday 15th May at 10.30am 
Donington Park Media Centre, Donington Park, Castle Donington, 
Derby, DE7 2RP

The Crane Interest Group has been developing a Voluntary 
Roadworthiness Scheme for mobile cranes. The CIG Steering 
Committee has now approved the final version of the scheme, 
and members are invited to attend and participate in the CPA 
Introduction event for the Scheme.  

CPA Voluntary Roadworthiness Scheme Meeting
This event is being hosted at Vertikal Days and will be taking place on Wednesday 
15th May at the Donington Park Media Centre, commencing at 10:30am.

Register for this meeting by email to rob@cpa.uk.net

Following the meeting, attendees are invited to visit  
the Vertikal Days event at the Launch Pad site at 
Donington Park. Download your Vertikal Days  
visitor ticket from the website at  
https://vertikaldays.net/visit/visitor-registration 

vertikal days c&a
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15-16/05/2019 
visit us at

Stand 201
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will be entered into a free prize draw 
at the end of that day for the star 
prize. Winners will be notified by 
text or email at the end of each day.

Durham Lifting: Stand MP41

First time exhibitor Durham Lifting 
is giving you the chance to win a 
multi-sec modular spreader beam 
system. Simply place your business 
card into the jar for your chance 
to win. The winning card will be 
drawn at the end of the event, and 
the winner can either take the beam 
home with them or delivery will be 
arranged.

FLG Services: Stand 208

Visitors to FLG’s stand will have 
the chance to win two tickets to 
the Bennetts British Superbike 
Championship at Donington Park 
from 24th to 26th May. To enter, 
simply drop your business card in 
the bowl on its stand.

Foster Cranes: Stand 101

New exhibitor Foster Cranes will 
have a special deal just for Vertikal 
Days. There will be 10 percent off 
the list price for anyone who quotes 
VDAYS19 at the show.

GMG: Stand 213

GMG will be offering a 10/5 year 
warranty at the show, so if you 

want a good deal then make sure 
you visit its stand.

IPS: Stand 200

IPS will hold a competition to win 
a track day at Donington Park. To 
enter, participants will have their 
picture taken in the company’s 
‘face in the hole’ as the IPS Battery 
Man and fill in a postcard form. The 
winner will be drawn on 17th May.

OTR Wheel Engineering:  
Stand MP10

Look out on OTR’s stand for some 
special offers and discounts for 
machine sets of wheels, tyres and 
foam filled wheel assemblies.

SafetyLiftinGear: Stand TS16

SafetyLiftinGear will be offering 
a show exclusive - a special five 
percent discount off its whole 
range. Customers will also have 
the opportunity to sign up to its 
trade website - safety-lifting.com 
to obtain special trade prices.

Straightpoint: Stand MP2

Straightpoint invites you to test 
your strength to win one of its load 
cells. Go and see how strong your 
pull is!

Tower Cranes UK: Stand 122

Drop your business card at Tower 
Cranes UK’s stand, where the prize 
is two tickets in the TCUK Group 
Box to see The Eagles at Wembley 
Stadium on 23rd June. The draw 
and the winner will be announced 
at the stand on the Thursday at 
3pm. 

TVH: Stand 304/MP20

Bring your business card and 
take part in TVH’s raffles on both 
its stands MP20 and 304. On 
304 there will be a mobile roller 
cabinet up for grabs, and on MP20 
you could win a one day technical 
training course for one person.

Unitex UK: Stand MP11

This year Unitex UK will be 
offering visitors the chance to win 
two £100 Cineworld vouchers by 
taking part in its ‘Harness Hero’ 
competition. Participants will 
fit and adjust an RGH4 onto a 
mannequin in the quickest time 
possible - pending inspection 
from a Unitex UK member of staff 
- paying special attention to the 
harness checklist available nearby. 
The quickest person on each show 
day will be announced on social 
media at 6pm.

As in previous years a number of exhibitors are organising 
competitions and promotions on their stands. You may find 
an exciting deal on a new product or service, or maybe 
something just for fun. So if you are looking for a good deal or 
are simply interested in trying your luck at winning a prize and 
having a bit of fun, then pay a visit to the following stands.

Competitions, special  
deals and promotions

Access Platform Sales (APS): 
Stand 300

APS is giving visitors the chance to 
win a BoSS X3X micro scissor lift. 
Participants 
can enter by 
filling out a 
form with their 
details, as well 
as the missing 
word from 
the sentence 
‘BoSS 
X-Series - 
Built for the 
great [blank]’. 
The winner 
will be drawn 
at 14:30 on 
the Thursday 
at the show.

AJ Access Platforms: Stand 310

AJ Access is bringing an ‘old 
school’ boxing machine to the show, 
where you are invited to reach the 
top of the leaderboard to be within 
a chance 
of winning 
a prize, 
and more 
importantly, 
will be able 
to bask in 
the glory 
of being 
crowned the 
strongest 
man or 
woman 
at Vertikal 
Days.

Construction Plant Finance:  
Stand TS12

CPF is giving you the chance 
to enter its Treasure Chest 
competition. In exchange for your 
business card, dig down deep into 
its wooden treasure chest and 
select a gold coin with spot prizes to 
be won. Those lucky enough to find 
one with a treasure chest symbol 

Promax Access: Stand 204

Promax Access will have an 
‘Estimation Station’ on its stand 
this year, allowing visitors the 
opportunity to test their technical 
ability to calculate the number of 
finely engineered ball bearings 
contained in a glass display 
container. The correct winning 
entry will receive a free Promax 
Access safety harness, and the 
three closest entries will receive a 
model spider lift.
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seven tonnes at 12 metres radius, 
and 1,700kg at its maximum 40 
metre radius. Also on display will 
be a four axle, seven tonne capacity 
SK597-AT4 mobile self erecting 
tower crane.

Sunward: Stand 104/5

See GGR 

Terex Cranes: Stand 129/30

Terex has yet to say what it will 
have on the stand, but expect to see 
the three axle 45 tonne Demag AC 
45 City All Terrain crane, alongside 
some of its larger models.

Tower Cranes UK: Stand 122

Liebherr LTM 1160-5.2 from 
Tower Cranes UK

First time exhibitor Tower Cranes UK 
will present its new Liebherr LTM 
1160-5.2 All Terrain crane used for 
erecting and dismantling its tower 
crane rental fleet which will also be 
highlighted on the stand.

Unic: Stand 104/5

See GGR

Valla: Stand 102

See Hird

Wienold: Stand 300

See APS

Winlet: Stand 102

See Hird

National Vocational Qualifications 
assessments.

AMCS Technologies:  
Stand MP6/7

French manufacturer of tower crane 
safety devices AMCS Technologies 
designs and manufactures high end 
electronic devices for tower cranes 
and other machinery. On the stand 
will be its latest product, the DCS 60 
anti-collision and crane management 
system, which manages interactions 
between cranes to remove any risk 
of collision.

Other equipment and  
services etc...

Ainscough Training Services: 
Stand MP40

Ainscough Training Services is 
one of the largest independent 
specialist training providers in the 
UK, delivering training to industries 
wherever lifting operations take 
place, including construction, 
manufacturing, engineering 
and transportation, aerospace, 
renewable energy, utility sectors 
and the MoD. The company is also 
a Construction Plant Competence 
Scheme test centre and runs 

The AMCS DCS 60  
anti-collision system.
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AmerParts: Stand LP7

AmerParts supplies replacement 
parts for aerial lifts and will show 
its new battery charger designed 
for Holland Lift scissor lifts. 
The company will also promote 
PowerSource - its range of water 
resistant battery chargers - as 
well as non-marking solid wheels 
for all leading brands, joysticks, 
control boxes and other electronic 
components.

Aresta: Stand LP6

See Xenith Heights

Avalia: Stand MP13

Making its first appearance at 
Vertikal Days, Norwegian software 
company Avalia will present online 
based solutions to assist with day 
to day business activities including 
QHSE, where users can complete 
projects, risk managements, 
checklists and more. It will 
also present a CRM tool called 
SuperOffice to aid with the handling 
of contracts, documents and emails.

BigChange: Stand MP28

Another first time exhibitor, 
BigChange will demonstrate its 
mobile asset and work management 
system JobWatch, which 

provides a paperless way to plan, 
manage, schedule and track jobs, 
vehicles and equipment. The all 
in one system handles the entire 
business process from booking 
to invoicing with drivers and 
engineers using mobile devices 
to replace paperwork. JobWatch 
is synchronised in real time with 
BigChange booking, CRM and 
invoicing apps. The company will 
also show a new collaboration tool 
that allows firms to form a virtual 
network for subcontracting rentals.

Capja: Stand MP36a

Capja provides solutions to 
move companies from manual 
processes - such as paper - to 
automated, digital ones. The 
company provides consultancy and 
software services such as mobile 
phone apps. For the rental sector, 
Capja can digitise documents such 
as risk assessments and method 
statements, and can also automate 
simple forms such as timesheets 
and equipment checks.

Carl Stahl Evita: Stand MP15

Carl Stahl Evita will launch the 
G-Force and Easy Arm devices, also 
known as Intelligent Assist Devices 
(IADs). The company says its fusion 

PowerSource  
from AmerParts

of advanced technology and human 
guidance maximises productivity 
while minimising the risk of injury 
to the operator. There will also be 
two models of Gorbel Intelligent 
Lifting Devices to choose from - the 
Q and the iQ. The Q model offers 
the same speed and precision as 
the higher end iQ model, but the iQ 
model offers additional intelligence 
features.

Certags: Stand MP25

First time exhibitor Certags 
manufactures heavy duty 
identification and inspection 
products designed for use in the 
lifting and crane industry. Its newest 
product, the UltraWrap, is used for 

attaching RFID tags to equipment, 
while other products include the 
Ziptag which is customisable with 
company logos, inspection dates, 
colour coding and sequential 
numbering. It will also show the 
ComplyPro printing system which 
allows users to print everything 
from heavy duty asset labels to safe 
working load signs for cranes.

Close Brothers Asset Finance: 
Stand LP5

Close Brothers Asset Finance 
provides finance for businesses 
wanting to buy new or pre-owned 
equipment. Ask about advice, 
whether you are looking to expand 
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Carl Stahl Evita Ltd are launching the 
G-Force® and Easy Arm® - part of an exciting 
new family of material handling equipment.

•  Zero Gravity Intelligent Balancer.

•  able to adapt to multiple loads 
with both standard and bespoke 
attachments.

•  eliminates the requirement for 
manual handling.

•  Intuitive float mode, allows 
operators to manipulate the load 
effortlessly without the need for 
cumbersome accessories.

•  Capacities from 65kg - 300kg  
in easy arm Q & iQ models.

•  Fully configurable to the 
customer’s requirements.

 w w w. c a r l s t a h l e v i t a . c o . u k

Visit us at stand MP15  
in the marketplace  
to find out more.
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your range of equipment or replace 
it. The company is backed by UK 
merchant bank Close Brothers and 
offers solutions to hire purchase, 
lease and refinancing.

Construction Plant Finance: 
Stand TS12

Construction Plant Finance (CPF) 
is an independent asset finance 
company providing finance 
requirements specifically for the 
access, crane and construction 
industries. CPF directly deals with 
customers whilst also offering 
bespoke vendor schemes for 
manufacturers and dealers. Visit 
the stand to discuss tailored 
asset finance solutions as well 
as information on other financial 
products including contract rental, 
invoice finance and business loans.

Cobo 3BS: Stand 102

See Hird

CPA: Stand 128

The Construction Plant-hire 
Association represents equipment 
rental companies and is the 
main association for crane rental 
companies in the UK. Its 1,600 
members represent 85 percent 
of the equipment rental market, 
the CPA publishes a wide range 
of guidance documents which 
are distributed widely throughout 
the construction sector and are 
available online. The organisation 
will hold a free open seminar during 
the event.

Crane Trader: Stand MP38

Crane Trader and CraneTrader.com 
are sources for new and used 
cranes and lifting equipment. Both 
provide detailed listings with colour 
photos covering thousands of 
cranes and lifting equipment for sale 
around the world.

Cranes & Access: Stand MP26a

There will be copies of the industry 
leading Cranes & Access magazine 
available around the show. 

Throughout the year each issue has 
features, stories and news. The 
magazine is published by the show 
organiser Vertikal.

Cranes Today: Stand MP26a

The oldest English language 
crane magazine will have the 
latest issues on display in the 
entrance marquee, as well as the 
Marketplace.

Cranesafe: Stand MP31

Crane safety specialist Cranesafe 
distributes SMIE tower crane 
anti-collision systems, crane 
management systems and Orlaco 
boom tip cameras as well as other 
products in the UK and Ireland. 
The company will also show the 
new ProSITE software dedicated to 
jobsite management.

Crown Batteries: Stand MP22

See Shield Batteries

Durham Lifting: Stand MP41

New exhibitor Durham Lifting will 
show Multi-Sec modular spreader 
beams which offer a wide variety 
of spans, configurations and 
capacities to suit specific lifting 
applications up to 250 tonnes.

Dynaset: Stand MP1

Dynaset is a manufacturer of 
hydraulic generators, power 



Dynaset  
hydraulics
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Identipro’s  
i3300 printer

washers and compressors offering 
components to install onto an 
existing hydraulic system. It has 
plenty of experience working with 
various major manufacturers.

Eichinger: Stand 208

See FLG Services

Falcon Training Services: 
Stand MP8

The training division of Falcon 
Tower Crane Services will be in 
the Marketplace and will have 
instructors on hand to discuss its 
range of CPCS courses for tower 
cranes and lifting operations.

Ferrari International: Stand TS5

See PCM Transport and Handling 
Equipment

Gallagher: Stand MP35a

First time exhibitor Gallagher is a 
specialist, nationwide and a CPA 
recommended insurance broker. 
With a range of cover options 
and enhanced service levels, 
the company helps to simplify 
insurance, reduce premiums and 
provide expertise that supports 
growing businesses.

Gantic Battery Chargers: 
Stand MP21

See Alfa Access Services

Gapo: Stand MP8

See Falcon Training Services

Glasboy: Stand 104/5

See GGR

Gorbel: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

Identipro: Stand MP39

Identipro’s range of sign and 
label print systems allow users 
to quickly mark their equipment 
and tools by printing their own 
industrial grade, bespoke labels 
including durable asset labels, 
safety signs and labels with safety 

IPAF: Stand 404b

The IPAF 2019 safety campaign 
focuses on addressing the increase 
in accidents while operating an 
aerial work platform alongside 
or on roads. This trend has 
been identified through IPAF’s 
accident reporting project and 
is a significant cause of work at 

symbols included. On the stand 
will be the latest i3300 printer and 
a wider range of label materials 
than ever before.

Ifor Williams: Stand TS2

Ifor Williams is the UK’s leading 
manufacturer of light trailers 
for transporting a wide range of 
equipment behind a van, 4X4 or 
car.

Industrial Training 
International UK: Stand MP34a

ITI UK will be offering 
demonstrations of its VR crane 
simulator, which includes Rough 
Terrain, overhead and tower crane 
simulations. Visitors are also 
invited to try out OperatorPro, 
a new mobile application for 
equipment operators to log shifts 
and activities.

Interpump Hydraulics:  
Stand MP4

Part of the Interpump Group, 
Interpump Hydraulics offers a 
range of hydraulic and mechanical 
products, supplying markets 
such as off highway, fire, refuse, 
commercial vehicle and factory 
plant hydraulics. The company 
provides Power Take Offs, 
hydraulic pumps, split shafts and 
power packs.

inspHire: Stand MP23

Rental management software 
provider inspHire will launch the 
new Operated Plant Module at the 
show which digitises the resource 
management process giving 
businesses the tools to assign 
operators to jobs, whilst cross 
referencing the licenses, cards and 
qualifications they hold as well 
as offering operators the ability 
to enter timesheets on a mobile 
device.

Intron Plus: Stand MP37

See Tensology

height accidents. The campaign 
will emphasise the effectiveness of 
planning and traffic management 
to reduce the danger of operating 
near pedestrians and vehicle 
traffic.

Come and try out ITI's crane simulator

vertikal days c&a
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IPS: Stand 200

IPS will display a selection of 
batteries for access equipment 
including its power series range. 
The IPS Parts Store vans, which 
deliver parts around the country, 
will also be on the stand. The 
company says it has recently 
placed the largest ever order for 
Genie replacement parts in the 
European, Middle East and Russia 
regions and will be bringing a 
selection of these for various Genie 
machine models.

IronPlanet: Stand MP30

See Ritchie Bros

Kässbohrer: Stand 404

See Shawtrack Services

King Trailers: Stand 419/20

See Skyking

Kran & Bühne: Stand MP26a

The German publication from the 
Vertikal team will be available to 
pick up from various points around 
the show.

Verope wire rope will be on 
Latch & Batchelor’s stand

Latch & Batchelor: Stand MP36

Latch & Batchelor supplies Verope 
specialist wire rope for use with 
tower, All Terrain and crawler 
cranes. The company has a 
dedicated crane service centre in 
Birmingham, where its ropes are 
measured and end fittings are added. 
Its stand will feature a number of 
Verope rope samples.

Liebherr Training: Stand 
422/23/24/25/26

See Liebherr 

Lifting Gear UK: Stand MP34

Lifting Gear UK is a complete lifting 
and handling equipment specialist 
covering the UK and beyond. The 
company also has a lifting projects 
division that specialises in contract 
lift work and heavy lifting equipment.
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Load Monitoring Systems: 
Stand MP29

Load Monitoring Systems is a 
British manufacturing and design 
company specialising in load 
monitoring products and services 
including sales and rental of load 
cells, winch monitoring systems 
and crane safety instrumentation. 
Its products are used in a wide 
variety of applications and 
industries worldwide including 
marine, subsea, oil and gas, 
construction, mining and energy. 
Products on display include new 
load cell kits.

Magnetek: Stand MP27

Magnetek will display its full line 
of wireless radio controls for lifting 
equipment including the Flex Pro 
proportional control transmitter, 
MHR radio controller and Flex VUE 
transmitter with graphic display. 
The company’s precision wireless 
controls can be customised 
for a variety of applications, Equipment from Load 

Monitoring Systems
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MCS E-Sign

reducing internal engineering and 
manufacturing costs, improving 
time to market and enhancing 
equipment performance.

MCS Rental Software: Stand 
MP32

This year, MCS will show its 
latest digital document signing 
solution, MCS E-Sign, alongside 
its Telematics Hub feature. MCS 
E-Sign gives rental companies 
the power to do business with 
their customers by removing the 
barriers their customers face when 
signing quotes and contracts with 
a pen and paper. It will also show 
its MCS-rm hire management 
software solution - an operational 
system used by many powered 
access, lifting and construction 
rental companies - as well as RM 

Mobile, a handheld version of the 
MCS-rm solution.

Mentor Training Solutions: 
Stand MP26

Mentor Training Solutions provides 
training and associated services 
for material handling, access and 
mobile construction equipment. 
Courses are approved by IPAF 
and PASMA and can be delivered 
on customer sites or at one of its 
fully equipped training centres. 
The company can also bring the 
complete PASMA training solution 
to its customers nationwide, 
which includes an experienced 
PASMA instructor and approved 
tower systems straight to your 
door in a PASMA van.

Miller Weblift: Stand MP11

See Unitex UK

Wireless controls from Magnetek
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Modulift: Stand MP3

Modulift is a supplier of spreader 
beams for lifting, lifting beams, 
spreader frames and other below 
the hook lifting equipment. The 
company offers spreader beams up 
to 600 tonnes worldwide through 
its distributors and rental partners.

My Future My Choice: Launch 
Pad Building

Sponsored by Liebherr, My Future 
My Choice works with up to 30 
local school children on each 
day of the show, who will tour 
the site and work on engineering 
challenges. The children will take 
part in workshops and get the 
chance to operate a Liebherr crane.

Myerscough College: Stand 
MP5

Celebrating 125 years in the 
education sector, Myerscough 
College specialises in the education 
and training of 20 different subjects 
and delivers a wide range of 
specialist industry and short course 
training, ranging from level one to 
postgraduate level. It also delivers 
apprenticeships in Construction 
Plant Maintenance to crane and 
access rental companies across 
the country.

Nolim: Stand TS1

Nolim is one of the largest 
European suppliers of outrigger 
pads and road mats and will show 
its range of outrigger pads, slide 
on outrigger shoes, road mats and 

stowage boxes.

Orlaco: Stand MP31

See Cranesafe

OTR Wheel Engineering:  
Stand MP10

OTR manufactures and supplies 
wheels, tyres, foam fill and a 
service exchange program (old 
for new) for most aerial lifts. On 
display will be new ultra-low-
profile tyres, a mixture of black and 

non-marking grey tyres, scissor 
lift wheels, low profile telehandler 
tyres and its new aluminium and 
steel crane wheels. Look out for 
some special offers and discounts 
for machine sets of wheels, tyres 
and foam filled wheel assemblies. 

Outriggerpads: Stand TS15

Outriggerpads will show a range of 
different outrigger pads, including 
large crane pads for heavy lifting 
from its premium range as well 
as high visibility and interlocking 
multi mat ranges. It will also 
display the new SmartStore, which 
features a fold down lockable gate 

to enable easy loading and secure 
transportation. Brand new cribbing 
blocks will also be shown, ideal for 
use in workshops, as well as the 
new oscillating axle testing ramp.

Paragon Bank: Stand 312a

With more than 30 years of 
experience in asset finance, 
Paragon Bank offers financial 
solutions from short term loans to 
comprehensive funding packages 
for public and private limited 
companies, partnerships and sole 
traders across a number of sectors 
including cranes and access 
equipment.

OTR’s aluminium crane wheels

Cribbing block from 
Outriggerpads

Modulift beams
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PCM Transport and Handling 
Equipment: Stand TS5

PCM specialises in the supply of 
transport and handling equipment 
and the import of premium lorry 
loader crane attachments and 
accessories. PCM is the UK 
distributor for Italian attachments 
manufacturer Ferrari International 
and will be exhibiting products 
and equipment from the latest 
range including hose reels, radio 
remote controls and additional 
stabilisers. Also on display will 
be a range of anti-skid and high 
visibility outrigger pads from the 
PCM Ritespec range together with 
aluminium hydraulic oil tanks.

Platinum International:  
Stand MP17

Platinum will show its deep 
cycle batteries from Platinum 
International and Trojan Batteries, 
including their latest new products. 
The Platinum team will also be 
on hand to educate and answer 
questions on deep cycle batteries 
and their technologies.

Point of Rental Software: 
Stand MP9

Point of Rental Software provides 
rental software to various 

industries and has offices in the 
UK, USA and Australia. This year 
the company will show its Rental 
Elite and Syrinx programs which 
track contracts, reservations, 
inventories and more.

PSR: Stand 203/303

See Genie UK

Rayco Wylie Systems:  
Stand TS17

Rayco Wylie provides wired 
or wireless custom overload 
monitoring systems. Products on 

display will include the i4500 range 
of indicators, the i4300 system 
and the new i4000 multipurpose 
indicator.

RidgeGear: Stand MP11

See Unitex UK

RIM Wizard: Stand MP24

See Crowland Cranes

Rima UK: Stand MP12

Rima UK will show its range of 

mechanical parking jacks, hydraulic 
cylinders and stabilisers as well as 
industrial turntables and slew rings.

Ritchie Bros: Stand MP30

The world’s largest equipment 
auctioneer Ritchie Bros will be on 
hand to discuss its onsite auctions 
with online bidding, plus monthly 
online auctions and MarketPlace-E 
from IronPlanet.

Find crane stabilisers from 
Ferrari International on 
PCM’s stand

Platinum deep 
cycle batteries

See the 
Syrinx app 

on Point 
of Rental 

Software’s 
stand

 i4000 indicator from Rayco Wylie
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Rolls Battery UK: Stand MP37a

First time exhibitor Rolls Battery 
UK specialises in the production of 
heavy duty deep cycle batteries for 
various markets including motive 
power, renewable energy, marine 
and railroad applications.

RUD: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

SafetyLiftinGear: Stand TS16

SafetyLiftinGear is a supplier 
of lifting equipment, materials 
handling, load restraint, height 
safety and confined space products 
to the UK rental and construction 
industries. At Vertikal Days it will 
be offering a show exclusive - a 
special five percent discount off its 
whole range. Customers will also 
have the opportunity to sign up to 
its trade website - safety-lifting.com 
to obtain special trade prices.

Scarlet Tech: Stand 117

See Skyline Arcomet 

Serious Labs: Stand 404b

See IPAF

Shawtrack Services: Stand 404

Shawtrack will show bespoke 
designed and built beavertail 
bodies for transporting aerial work 
platforms, telehandlers and other 
equipment. The company is also 
a supplier for Kässbohrer low bed 
trailers ranging from 48 to 64 
tonnes.

Shield Batteries: Stand MP22

Shield Batteries is the UK 
distributor for Crown Batteries - 
one of the leading international 
deep cycle battery manufacturers 
- widely used as original equipment 
by aerial lift manufacturers. 
Shield also offers a competitive 

replacement service for fleet 
owners.

SMIE: Stand MP31

See Cranesafe

Sterling GP: Stand 401

Sterling GP supplies rigid 
plant bodies to the access and 
equipment rental industry. It 
has recently introduced the 
Sterling ST440 low loader trailer 
to its product range and will be 
displaying a range of beavertail 
trucks primarily configured for 
access platform transportation.

Straightpoint: Stand MP2

Straightpoint manufactures load 
monitoring products to the lifting 
industry. It will display its flagship 
products - the Radiolink Plus and 
Wireless Loadshackles - both part 
of its wireless range. It will also 
show its SW-MWLC high speed 
wireless data logging software 
allowing for simultaneous control, 
display and real time data logging 
of up to 100 Straightpoint wireless 
load cells.

Syrinx: Stand MP9

See Point of Rental Software

Tackle Store: Stand TS16

See SafetyLiftinGear

Tecnomagnete: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

Teletrac Navman: Stand MP33

Teletrac Navman provides location 
based technology and services 
for managing mobile assets and 
tracks and manages more than 
500,000 vehicles around the world. 
It will show its recently launched 
Site360 platform, which equips 
construction businesses with the 
hardware and software needed to 
manage multiple assets, including 
equipment, tools and HGVs at any 
one time, giving accurate real time 
reports via a desktop or mobile 
device.

Tensology: Stand MP37

Tensology carries out crane rope 
inspections and examinations using 
experienced technicians and state 
of the art equipment. At the show 
it will launch the next generation of 
INTROS MRT equipment, capable 
of testing ropes from six to 45mm 

Crown Batteries CR-390 will be 
on the Shield Batteries stand

See Sterling GP’s  
beavertail trucks

 Radiolink Plus from Straightpoint
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in diameter from manufacturer 
Intron Plus. The equipment is 
designed for use on crane ropes 
and can detect defects using the 
latest WINTROS software.

Thermoil: Stand 200

See IPS

Top Service: Stand MP14

Credit information provider 
specialist Top Service will 
highlight its credit information 
and debt recovery services which 
are specifically tailored to the 
construction industry. Stop by the 
stand to ask about debt recovery, 
pre-litigation, credit information 
and other services relating to credit 
control.

Towergate Insurance: Stand 
MP18

Towergate’s stand will include 
information about the insurance 
services it offers, with particular 

focus on crane and equipment 
rental. It insures a large number of 
mobile crane rental companies and 
is a CPA and IPAF member. Visit 
the stand to ask about its services 
and its promotional items.

Tracked Carriers: Stand 415/16

See Kranlyft UK 

Trackunit UK: Stand MP35

The company will highlight its 
latest telematics and vehicle 
tracking solutions for aerial work 
platforms, telehandlers, cranes and 
other equipment.

Tractel: Stand MP15

See Carl Stahl Evita

Trojan Batteries: Stand MP17

See Platinum International

TVH: Stand 304

TVH offers a full range of spare 
parts including joysticks, printed 
circuit boards, non-marking 

wheels, switches, sensors and 
much more. The company will 
discuss its planned technical training 
courses for 2019. Pop by the stand 
to discover its latest ‘Replacement 
parts for mobile elevating work 
platforms’ catalogue. Also don’t 
forget to bring your business card 
and take part in its raffle.

TVH Academy: Stand MP20

TVH Academy is supporting IPAF on 
technical training courses carried out 
by training partner F-TEC based in 
Swindon. The company will launch 
its very latest aerial lift training 
platform on its stand and will be 
providing demonstrations throughout 
the event.

Unitex UK: Stand MP11

Unitex UK will display new products 
including the Finch work positioning/
adjustable restraint lanyard, tie 
back lanyards and a sneak preview 

of the RGH16 Comfort Harness. 
This universal harness has 
been completely redesigned 
with features including a new 
adjustable waist belt to ensure 
maximum comfort at the hips 
where the side D rings are located 
and ultra-lightweight fittings. It will 
also show the next phase of Glow 
flat slings from Miller Weblift.

Universal Crane Mats:  
Stand TS10

Universal Crane Mats, the supplier 
of outrigger mats and spreader 
systems for cranes and other 
heavy equipment, will exhibit a 
range of specialist load spreading 
products, including the UniMat 
Modular Aluminium System, the 
UniMat HDPE Sleeper System, 
the UniMat HDPE Pads, available 
round or square, and the UniMat 
Steel Mats.

Verope: Stand MP36

See Latch & Batchelor

Vertikal Press: Stand MP26a

International specialist publisher 
and provider of information on the 
lifting industry, including Vertikal.
net online database and news 
portal and Cranes & Access and 
Kran & Bühne magazines. The 
company is also the organiser of 
Vertikal Days and other events.

See Tensology’s crane 
inspection equipment

TVH provides a range of spare 
parts as well as training

Finch work restraints from Unitex UK

Xenith Heights: Stand LP6

First time exhibitor Xenith Heights 
will show a new range of safety 
harnesses, as well as the Aresta 
range of height safety kits ideal for 
the working at height industry.
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